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CSI
Founded in 1948, the Construction Specifications Institute is a not-for-profit technical organization dedicated to the advancement of
construction technology through communication, research, education and service. CSI serves the interests of architects, engineers,
specifiers, interior designers, contractors, product manufacturers and others in the construction industry.

www.csinet.org

CSI Membership

Tabletop Displays at Monthly Meetings

Architects, engineers, contractors, and manufacturers—14,000
members strong—are in touch with one another through their
Construction Specifications Institute membership. CSI provides
contacts in the construction industry as well as provides you up-to
-date information to help you do your job efficiently and effectively.
Yearly Institute membership fee is $250 plus $40 Memphis
Chapter fee = $290; Institute membership fee for an Emerging
Professional is $125 plus $40 Memphis Chapter fee = $165.00;
and Institute membership fee for students is $30 plus $10
Memphis Chapter = $40.

At each monthly meeting, the Chapter encourages all members
to provide a table display of their product and/or services for
inspection and education of those attending the meeting. After the
meal and prior to the program, the displayer will be given five
minutes to address the group. The table display is also
encouraged to be represented during the social hour and after the
program for any questions by the attendees.
The presentation fee for this time is $25.00.

Table Top Info. Contact: Richard Hill

richard.hill@basf.com

Mike Zielinski
mzielinski@lrk.com
901-652-5612

662-420-9563

The Memphis PerSPECtive Information
The Memphis PerSPECtive is published ten times a year by the
Memphis Chapter of the Construction Specifications Institute.
Appearance of products or services, name or editorial copy does
not constitute an endorsement by the Memphis Chapter of CSI
nor any of its members.
Circulation of The Memphis PerSPECtive includes over 500
people consisting of members of the Memphis Chapter of CSI,
members of the Memphis AIA Chapter, CSI Regional editors, the
CSI Institute and other interested persons nationwide. To be
included on future mailings, forward your name, mailing address,
and e-mail address to the following address:
The Memphis PerSPECtive
P.O. Box 172349
Memphis, TN 38187-2349

The Memphis Perspective
Attn: Danny Clark
danny62clark@gmail.com
Or hansfaulhaber@hotmail.com
Articles and images should be submitted in electronic format via
digital media or email. Microsoft Word documents are strongly
preferred for articles, minus tabs and any other formatting . All
images must include a date and caption. If printed photographs
are submitted, please include SASE

MAGAZINE ADVERTISING

You may also access a complimentary copy of The Memphis
PerSPECtive online at www.csimemphis.org.

The advertising rates for 10 issues of The Memphis PerSPECtive
in printed version and as published in the CSI Memphis Chapter
website (www.csimemphis.org) are as follows:

5 Issues 10 Issues
One-Eighth Page
$100
$ 200
SUBMITTING ARTICLES
One-Fourth Page
$200
$ 400
Readers are encouraged to submit articles of interest within the
One-Half Page
$400
$ 800
construction industry for publishing. Articles on individual projects
Full Page
$ 800
$1,600
whether currently in design, under construction, or recently
Get your company’s name in front of a variety of industry
completed are encouraged.
professionals—check out our magazine’s circulation.
Any printed articles, photos or program inserts should be
forwarded to:

CSI Memphis

Advertising Info. Contact - Jay Sweeney (901) 260-9670
Email: jsweeney@brg3s.com
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CSI Memphis Chapter Meetings
Board Meetings: 5:30pm - Monday preceding Chapter Meeting
Place: Allen + Hoshall Conference Room 1661 International Dr., Memphis, TN
38120
Chapter Meetings: 11:30 am -1:00pm 2nd Thursday of the month
(except Dec.,April, July)
Place: Holiday Inn University of Memphis Medallion Lounge
3700 Central Ave, Memphis, TN 38111
CSI Memphis Chapter Calendar 2016-2017

May 2017
May 11,2017 Chapter Meeting
Brian Bullard of Urban ARCH and
Associates will be presenting the
renovation of the Scimitar Building
into the Hotel Napoleon.
June 10, 2017: Awards Banquet
at the Butcher Shop (Cordova)

July 15, 2017: Transfer of Power
MeeƟng at Allen + Hoshall
(Ɵme, date and place indicated
are tentaƟve meeƟng place
holder)
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CSI Memphis Chapter President’s Message

Hans Dietrich Faulhaber,
Architect
CSI Memphis
Chapter President

gress. The Conference was as successful as the
BuildIt show so you can imagine my elation that
BOTH events went off splendidly!! A very special
thank you to those who attended, participated and
volunteered to make these events happen is such a
successful way!
This month we are publishing the article What Architects Can Learn from The Beatles written by Bill
Schmalz, CSI, CCCA, FAIA who is a principal with
Perkins and Will in Los Angeles. While not your typical technically related I think you will find it an enjoyable read.

Greetings Memphis Chapter CSI!!
BUILDIT/2017 was our meeting event for April.
Very large kudos go out to Jeffrey Parnell, Mike Zielinski, Julie Fleming and Susan Evans. They were
the committee I appointed to plan and execute the
BuildIt products show and the Gulf States Region
Conference. The BuildIt show was undoubtedly taken
to a higher level. The venue, the Columns, was without a doubt the most elegant space CSI Memphis has
ever held the products show. The keynote speaker
was Marlon Blackwell, FAIA who I had the pleasure of
having lunch with prior to his presentation. His
presentation featured many of his works including
those he designed for Shelby Farms. If you haven’t
been to Shelby Farms to experience his work first
hand I recommend that you visit.

This month’s chapter meeting features Brian Bullard,
AIA with UrbanArch who will present the Renovation of the Winchester (Scimitar) Building into the Hotel Napoleon. This was an excellent renovation of a
historic downtown property. Let me encourage you to
attend!!
Finally I want to thank everyone who attended our
events last month. I especially want to thank our
sponsors who are noted at the end of this issue.
Hans Dietrich Faulhaber, Architect
The University of Tennessee

The Gulf States Region Conference was held at the
Springhill Suites and in the adjacent historic Kress
Building. In fact most of the events, with the exception of the Awards Banquet, took place in the Kress
Building. The conference was well attended having
opportunities for continuing education, board level
region business and networking. In particular I was
excited to see my old pal Louis Medcalf, FCSI who
attended and taught a class on Multiple Work Packages. We also had some time to play music-you will
recall we had a band called Critical Path…but I di-
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What Architects Can Learn from the Beatles
By Bill Schmalz, CSI, CCCA, FAIA, Principal
at Perkins+Will, Los Angeles
On April 10, 1970, Paul McCartney publicly announced he
was leaving the Beatles, effectively ending the group [1].
On that day, he and George Harrison were 27 years old,
while John Lennon and Ringo Starr were 29 years old [2]. I
mention this because it means that everything the Beatles
accomplished as a group, including writing and recording
many of the best rock songs ever, revolutionizing the popular music industry, and to at least some extent changing
history, was done by people who were not yet 30 years old.
At what I consider their peak, from A Hard Day’s Night
(album released July 10, 1964) through Sgt. Pepper’s
Lonely Hearts Club Band (released June 1, 1967) [3], their
ages ranged from 21 (George in 1964) to 26 (Ringo and
John in 1967).

ing professionals are often no older than the Beatles were
when they were revolutionizing pop music.
Make no mistake, the Beatles paid their dues. The group
(minus Ringo) played for years as a mostly cover band in
dingy clubs and basement holes-in-the-wall [6] in Liverpool
and Hamburg before having the good fortune of capturing
the attention of manager Brian Epstein and producer
George Martin. By the time they began their recording career in 1962, they had already mastered their technical
musical skills. Those hardscrabble years were the Beatles’
intern development program. Without this experience,
there may have been no “A Hard Day’s Night,” no “A Day
in the Life,” and no “Revolution 9” (well, maybe that one we
could have done without).

However, comparing architects to musicians is perhaps
unfair. Maybe the many years of architectural education
and the amount of technical knowledge and on-the-job exMy thinking about the Beatles’ ages was sparked when a
perience needed by architects makes such youthful
colleague sent me an online article, “Why the Millennial
achievement nearly impossible. So let’s compare architecArchitect Won’t Be Your CAD Monkey,” which had been
ture to another profession that also entails a lot of technical
posted back in July 2014, but is still relevant [4]. Its author, know-how and experience, such as film direction [8].
Nathaniel Eck, in speaking for his own generation, takes a
manifesto approach in addressing the older, non-millennial Directing a feature film requires (I suspect, having never
generations. The article is filled with deliberately incendiary tried it) a wide range of knowledge and skills, and the abilstatements, such as “We speak out against the path to liity to coordinate the efforts of hundreds of actors, technicensure,” “We won’t be your CAD monkeys, we won’t jump cians, and craftspersons, often with millions of dollars on
through hoops or churn through meaningless work,” and
the line, to create films that audiences will want to see and
“We know that waiting for our dreams to come and ‘putting that critics and fellow filmmakers will admire. Let’s look at
in our time’ doesn’t [sic] necessarily result in fruitful outthe ten most recent Oscar-winning directors, and their ages
comes.”
when they shot their first full-length films [9]: Damien Chazelle, 23; Alejandro Iñárritu, 35; Alfonso Cuaron, 29; Ang
The article is thought provoking, but even more interesting Lee, 37; Michael Hazanavicius, 25; Tom Hooper, 32;
are the comments it generated. If Mr. Eck intended to rile
Kathryn Bigelow, 29; Danny Boyle, 31; Joel Coen, 28; and
people up, he succeeded. Architects representing not only Ethan Coen, 25. Six of them made their first films when
older generations but also millennials responded with such they were in their twenties (and two others in their early
responses as “I am a millennial architect, and this is one of thirties). So it would seem that even in a highly technical
the most embarrassing, narcissistic pieces of garbage I
profession, young practitioners can produce significant
have ever read,” “What a crock of selfish bs,” and “What
work. (True, film directors don’t have mandatory educationdrivel! If this is the kind of attitude that comes off today,
al and internship requirements to get licensed, but I’m not
then this profession is seriously screwed.” Mr. Eck certainly talking about licensure, only of technical proficiency, talent,
touched a sensitive collective professional nerve.
and creativity.)
However, rather than sending me off the deep end with
outrage, the article made me think how architectural firms
treat our emerging professionals [5], especially those in
their twenties who are not yet licensed. Are we giving them
responsibilities that challenge their creativity, make use of
their intelligence, and rouse their passions, or are we, as
Mr. Eck claimed, making them perform meaningless, mindnumbing tasks, and justifying it by saying they have to “pay
their dues”? I suspect for most of us in leadership roles, it
is more often the latter than the former. Yet, these emerg-

CSI Memphis

Another theme running through the comments on Mr. Eck’s
article is that practicing architecture necessarily involves a
lot of drudgery, especially when preparing construction
documents, and if emerging professionals don’t do the
drudge work, who will? Perhaps drudgery is a harsh term,
but door schedules, toilet room elevations, and partition
details would seem to fit the definition.
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What Architects Can Learn from the Beatles
December 8, 1966: “By the end of the session 15 more
takes had been recorded [for ‘Strawberry Fields
Forever’].”

Continued from page 9
But to think that at some point in most professionals’ careers the drudgery ends is an illusion. Each of us, at whatever level of the profession we have reached, spends at
least part of most days doing work—important work—that
is neither fun nor creative, but we plod through it because
we know it’s important work, and that doing it may give us
more opportunities to do the fun stuff. We know the value
of what we’re doing, so we endure it. And maybe the Beatles can teach us a lesson here as well.
Even in their prime, not everything the Beatles did in the
studio was exciting. Although many of their songs may
sound effortless, it took many days of hard and sometimes
tedious work to achieve that effect. We know this because
EMI’s Abbey Road studio kept a log of every Beatles session, which Mark Lewisohn documented in his book The
Beatles Recording Sessions: The Official Abbey Road Studio Session Notes 1962–1970. He gives us glimpses of the
group’s considerable efforts to get ever closer to perfection. Here are a few examples from just one year (including
the Revolver and Sgt. Pepper sessions) [7]:
April 16, 1966: “Eleven hours completing ‘Rain,’ first
superimposing tambourine, bass and more vocals,
then doing a tape-to-tape reduction to add more
overdubs, then producing four mono remixes.”
April 20, 1966: “A twelve-hour session producing two
takes of one song [‘And Your Bird Can Sing’] and
four of another [‘Taxman’]—nothing of which was
ever released in this form.”
May 16, 1966: “A day of overdubs and mixing and …
of copying some of the best mixes to date.
‘Taxman’ finally received its ‘One, two, three, four’
intro and Paul overdubbed the lead vocal onto take
10 of ‘For No One.’”
June 16, 1966: “The best part of a further nine hours
on ‘Here, There and Everywhere,’ with nine more
takes and overdubs onto the best rhythm track,
take 13.”
June 21, 1966: “It took just shy of nine hours to record
‘She Said, She Said,’ the group spending most of
the time rehearsing through at least 25 takes.”

January 6, 1967: “Yet more overdubbing onto the tape
of ‘Penny Lane.’”
February 3, 1967: “More overdubs onto take six of ‘A
Day in the Life.’”
March 31, 1967: The group worked on “fifteen mono
remixes of ‘With a Little Help From My Friends’ …
before everyone was satisfied.”
That the Beatles were probably not griping about “yet more
overdubbing” or “a day of overdubs and mixing” is because
they understood the value of what they were doing, and
how it would make a difference in the final product. Perhaps if architectural team leaders explained the importance
of every task, telling the junior team members not only
what the task is but also why the task must be done well,
those team members would take more pride, more care,
and more interest in completing tasks that are no longer
meaningless.
Of course, the Beatles also had many days when they created magic. Take, for example, February 10, 1967, when
the orchestral coda to “A Day in the Life” was recorded. Or
November 24, 1966, when the first take of “Strawberry
Fields Forever” was taped. But none of that magic would
have happened without multiple recording takes and days
of overdubbing and mixing. So maybe our last lesson from
the Beatles is to balance the essential drudgery with opportunities to be creative.
In the end, I see myself meeting Mr. Eck halfway. I wholeheartedly agree that our young emerging professionals are
often underused, and could be a much more significant
force in our practices. But I’m pushing back on his CADmonkey remarks. Yes, emerging professionals may be
spending time on work that is not creatively fulfilling, but
that’s true of most practicing architectural professionals at
least some of the time. It’s not a matter of forcing junior
staff to perform drudgework; it’s simply everyone doing
what needs to be done, and finding the least costly person qualified to perform a particular task (architecture is a
business, after all). Any task worth doing is worth doing
well, but we have to make sure that the tasks we assign
our emerging professionals are really worth doing.

Continued on page 11
CSI Memphis
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What Architects Can Learn from the Beatles
Lane/Strawberry Fields Forever.”

Continued from page 10

So what can we learn from the Beatles? First, that emerging professionals in their twenties can do amazing things if
we let them. Second, that all professions, even highly creative ones, involve some tasks that are not exciting to perform. And third, that the highest quality work is the result of
both tedious and creative activities being done exceptionally well.
Footnotes:
[1] Several dates compete for being “the end of the Beatles.” In addition to when Paul publicly left the group, we
have August 20, 1969, the last time the four recorded together (on “I Want You (She’s So Heavy”); September 20,
1969, when John said (privately) he was quitting the group;
December 31, 1970, when McCartney filed suit to dissolve
the Beatles’ contract; and December 29, 1974, when the
dissolution was legally final.
[2] Ringo was born on July 7, 1940; John on October 9,
1940; Paul on June 18, 1942; and George on February 25,
1943.

[4] To read the original article, go to http://architizer.com/
blog/why-the-millennial-architect-wont-be-your-cadmonkey/
[5] A lot of angry words were shared in the comments
about what to call unlicensed architectural professionals.
“Unlicensed architect” is a contradiction, since in most jurisdictions architects are by definition licensed. “Intern” is a
safe term, but an unlicensed 40-year-old might not want to
be called an intern. “Emerging professional” is safe and
respectful.
[6] In some cases, literally, as in Liverpool’s Cavern Club.
[7] All the quotes are from Lewisohn’s book.
[8] The ages of major directors occurred to me a few
weeks ago when I watched what looked like a 16-year-old
win the Oscar for best director.
[9] The ages are approximately when the movies were
filmed, not when they were released.

By Bill Schmalz, CSI, CCCA, FAIA,
Principal at Perkins+Will, Los Angeles

[3] A period that also includes the albums Help!, Rubber
Soul, and Revolver, as well as the singles “Paperback Writer/Rain,” “Eleanor Rigby/Yellow Submarine,” and “Penny
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CSI MEMPHIS MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE
Architects, engineers, contractors, and manufacturers chapter serves 107 members, with Britton Herring and
Marie Hayes joining CSI in August.
can be in touch with one another through their Construction Specifications Institute membership. CSI
provides contacts in the construction industry as well as
Contact: Richard Hill
provides you current information to help you do your
richard.hill@basf.com
job efficiently and effectively. Annual Institute mem662-420-9563
bership fee is $250 plus $40 Memphis Chapter fee =
$290; Institute membership fee for an Emerging Professional is $125 plus $40 Memphis Chapter fee =
$165.00; and Institute membership fee for students is
$30 plus $10 Memphis Chapter = $40. The Memphis

INVITE A FRIEND OR COLLEAGE

CSI Memphis Mission Statement
In order to enhance the process of creating and sustaining
the built environment, Memphis Chapter CSI:
Provides opportunities for persons in the design and construction
industry to receive cutting edge information regarding construction
documents and practices;
Promotes members career advancement and enhancement of leadership
and communication skills; and supports students aspiring
to design and construction careers.
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President: Hans Dietrich Faulhaber
President Elect: Richard Hill
Vice President: Jeffrey Parnell
Secretary: Ken Hudson
Treasurer: John Bigham
Past President: Mike Zielinski
Board Members:
2014-2017 - Julie Fleming
2014-2017 - Charles Cooper
2015-2018 - Pam Davidson
2015-2018 - Lisa Namie
2016-2019 - Tommy Smith
2016-2019 - Susan Evans
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The Memphis PerSPECtive
PO Box 172349
Memphis, TN 38187-2349
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May Chapter Meeting
Thursday, May 11, 2017

11:30am 1:00pm 11:30 13:00

University of Memphis - Holiday Inn3700 Central Avenue Memphis, TN, 38111

Brian Bullard of Urban ARCH and Associates will be presenting the renovation
of the
Winchester (Scimitar) Building into the Hotel Napoleon.

$20.00 members/guest - $12.50 for CSI Students
Payments can be made online or on site

To RSVP email Pam Davidson at PDAVIDSON@ALLENHOSHALL.COM
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